Week Ending: October 25, 2019

Top Stories This Week
Google Says It's Achieved Quantum Supremacy
Google is standing by its claim that it's achieved quantum supremacy -- marking a major milestone in
computing research. (msn.com)

Microsoft Signs Huge SAP Cloud Deal
Moving data to the cloud may be about to get a lot easier after SAP and Microsoft have struck a new
three-year partnership. (techradar.com)

Products & Services
SpaceX Aims To Provide Internet Coverage With Starlink Constellation As Soon As Mid2020
SpaceX says it plans to begin offering broadband services to customers with its massive internetfrom-space initiative, known as Starlink, as early as mid-2020, SpaceNews reports. (theverge.com)

AT&T Offers The LG G8X With A 'Free' Dual Screen Case
If you want a US-ready folding phone but feel the Galaxy Fold is well beyond your price range, you
now have an alternative -- if you don't mind two main displays instead of one, that is. (engadget.com)

Emerging Technology
Aeris Announces Fusion IoT Network™
Aeris, a technology leader in the Internet of Things (IoT), today announced the general availability of
the Fusion IoT Network, one of the first-ever intelligent 5G-ready solutions, including LTE-M, NB-IoT,
LTE, and 2G/3G. (finance.yahoo.com)

Facial Recognition: This New AI Tool Can Spot When You Are Nervous Or Confused
Whether you're intrigued or skeptical about it, use of facial recognition technology is growing – and
now Fujitsu claims to have developed a way to help track emotions better too. (zdnet.com)

Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
Amazon Acquires Health Navigator For Amazon Care, Its Pilot Employee Healthcare
Program
Amazon has acquired Health Navigator, a startup that develops APIs for online health services.
According to CNBC, which first reported the deal, Health Navigator will become part of Amazon Care,
its pilot healthcare service program for employees. (techcrunch.com)
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Industry Reports
Gogo Goes All-American For 5G Network
Gogo, which sells Internet services to airlines, said it will build a high-tech 5G network using
equipment from a set of US-based vendors. (lightreading.com)

Blockchain Can Transform Healthcare In 5 Critical Areas
Data—especially private patient information—drives healthcare, from patients’ medical histories to
drug formulations. (jpmorgan.com)
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